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The article aims at providing some clear distinctions between different types of textual analysis that have different but sometimes interconnected theoretical and methodological grounds. Terminological confusions and the lack of clear-cut instructions for the empirical study of textual data within sociological research impede such research.
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Whether or not you are a textual analysis expert you’ll easily name a lot of types of such if asked to do so. Everybody seems to know at least what discourse analysis and content analysis are in the contemporary world where the lay and the competent knowledge have drawn closer due to the web-search resources. The more aware researcher would probably name a lot more types of analytical work with differently formalized textual data, such as narrative analysis, biographical analysis, conversational analysis, linguistic analysis, sequence analysis and so on besides word combinations with term ‘coding’ (textual, open, selective, thematic etc.). Most scientific articles use all these terms as quite obvious and clear rarely identifying any slight or serious differences between them if that seems important for choosing the specific research tool [1].

In most disciplinary fields such position may be appropriate, but that’s quite inexcusable within sociological frames due to the serious borders as well as intersections between the theoretical and empirical levels here. If we are to conduct an empirical sociological research we have to find definite unambiguous empirical indicators to all semantic constructions that identify the object, the subject and the categories of the textual analysis that may go without any saying within other disciplinary frames (for instance, ‘narrative’ and ‘discourse’ in the philosophical tradition, ‘ideological discourse’ in political studies etc.). So let’s try to look at the textual analysis typology from the point of view that would help us understand what empirical procedures are expected to be used or supposed by the most ‘popular’ and frequently mentioned in scientific literature types of textual analysis (discourse, narrative and conversational, not the text/textual analysis for the latter seems empty and infinitely full at the same time). It is not the primary intention of this article to enter into the specificity of the textual approaches debate, but rather to contribute to the wider discussion about the criteria for conducting empirical textual analysis and to set one possible perspective alongside those of other analysts.
The term narrative analysis stresses the object of sociological study in the first place — that is the narrative or narrative form of empirical sociological evidence [9. P. 517] (the same is the situation with the term biographical analysis that focuses on the study of so-called socio-biographical data) which can be ‘dissected’ with different tools and procedures. The classic definition of narrative was given by W. Labov: “method of recapitulating past experience by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred” [11. P. 359—360]. This definition has survived, more or less intact, through the years and through a huge number of different interpreters that provided pretty convincing evidence of almost any “perceived sequence of nonrandomly connected events” [16. P. 7] (verbal and visual, fiction and non-fiction, personal and group stories) to be narrative.

Most of the prominent founders of narrative analysis proposed to describe and classify either narratives themselves or their basic characters as well as other important elements of the story. According to A.J. Greimas, all narratives have six basic actors, working in sets of three interrelated pairs — sender/receiver, helper/opponent, subject/object. V. Propp identified an invariant pattern of 31 functions behind the large variety of Russian folktales. W. Labov found a six-part macrostructure in narratives of New York Harlem African-Americans — abstract, orientation, complicating action, evaluation, result, resolution, and coda [11. P. 362—370]. We can continue the list. The more important is to admit the following facts: firstly, the structural approach is the most popular and widely used, especially in the western research tradition; secondly, we identify the structural parts of narrative through the linguistic patterns pointing to them; finally, there are no (for it’s impossible) definite ways to fulfilling such a task at the empirical level of analysis, so we can receive absolutely different interpretations of the same narratives by different researchers if there are no strict limits to analytical work similar to the classical content analysis coding scheme.

Of course, dealing with narrative data we may address its linguistic properties (as our clues to interpretation), but usually researchers stress the object of the study not the specifics of analytical approach (i.e. the corresponding linguistic markers of dynamic motifs, cardinal functions, and other top points of the story told to the researcher by informants with quite different levels of narrative competence), so we don’t automatically shift out terminology to the linguistic analysis in such cases. Let’s say a few words about it as well.

Linguistic analysis and the study of literature may seem to share the object of research, but usually researchers stress the object of the study not only fiction, and it considers all linguistic elements of the text as pointing to the main idea not vice versa — analytical work with the meaning to explain the chosen aesthetics, genre, and composition design. Consequently, within the literature study the researcher must focus on the author position and try to explain it appealing to the wide philosophical, historical, and social tradition, whereas the linguist concentrates on this very specific textual data, trying to foresee the readers’ reactions [32. P. 4]. That’s why when conducting linguistic analysis we are to use such terms as ‘inventions’, ‘dispositions’, ‘elocutions’ and so on, consider the social and historical context of the text creation, its pragmatic functions and connections of general style/genre/language rules and au-
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Author individual creativity. Sometimes the proposed complicated and diverse terminology in the sociological research is replaced by more ‘empirically grasped’ — we try to identify the factual information (the events reported and the main themes), the conceptual information (the author’s interpretation of relationships and causal chains that can be seen only through the text as a whole), the subtext information (that is the result of linguistic units ability to produce associations and connotations); the objective (the author’s perception of reality) and the subjective (how author evaluates his own words) modalities of the text [32. P. 27—35].

There are different empirical approaches to conducting linguistic analysis, and they can be summed in the following few types [25. P. 16—32]: stylistic experiments (rewriting the text using synonyms, other ways of organizing the data etc.); semantic method, i.e. the evaluation of departures from the language rules, reasons of multiple meaning and reiteration appearance etc.; comparative stylistics method — looking for differences and resemblances in describing the same content in a number of texts; the variety of all possible techniques of quantitative textual analysis (where we believe to discover qualitative peculiarity of the text through its quantitative characteristics).

It’s quite obvious that the second and the third approaches look very much like discourse analysis. Linguistic and discourse studies appear to become almost indistinguishable when they both look for the so called ‘register’ — the communicative type of the text that depends on the spatio-temporal position of the author and his attitudes towards what he says. Usually we identify three basic registers: reproductive/figurative (the narrator speaks about the things directly observed and uses phrases with ‘I see/hear/smell/sense...’); informative (the storyteller reproduces information which happens to be the result of repeated observations and logic operations and uses phrases starting with ‘I know/see...’); the generative (the author generalizes one’s experience contextualizing it with social models, historical trends and general maxims) [22. P. 28—29]. And that’s in addition to the indisputable fact that within narrative and discourse analyses we pay attention to the linguistic markers that help to identify our informants as members of some speech and ideological (for instance, the language of power, the language of hate etc.) communities typically found among the specific ranks of the society.

The discourse analysis is a multidisciplinary research field, an umbrella name of variety of analytical approaches to textual data that differ by their research priorities. These may be symbolic exchanges in the communication, memory and understanding basic structures, the language of science, the social influence of the institution under study and so on. The platform that unites different, sometimes unconceivable together theoretical and methodological approaches is the belief that the social reality is constructed linguistically, i.e. for the purposes of sociological research we have to study it through the ‘social texts’ that represent not the reality itself but the way people see and describe it. It supposes that the discourse analysis considers any text only within the intertextual (social, cultural, political, group, individual etc.) conditions of its creation and existence [27].

It’s impossible to form any sensible discourse analysis typology, but we can confidently name two main classical and traditional branches of discourse analysis — conditionally the ‘sociological’ and the ‘linguistic’ ones. The former was developed by M. Foucault who considered discourse as an ideologically determined way to talk and
pointed to the four measures of every discourse: objects, modality, concepts and thematic unity. According to Foucault, the discourse analysis intends to identify the possibility of ‘talk’ about specific objects, the type of phrases modality (who, where and what can say about these objects), the chance for the specific concepts to appear in the organized talk and the strategies for choosing themes and theories [28. P. 40]. So the discourse can control and subordinate owing to the outer (exclusion practices — bans, madness evaluation and the will to truth) and inner (classification and sorting out) procedures [29. P. 52, 65].

T. van Dijk developed ‘linguistic’ version of discourse analysis on the assumption that even the observed facts are inevitably and unconsciously described according to the specific personal picture of reality, that’s why discourse can be considered the structuring principle of every communicative interaction [20]. The latter is determined by the situation model (combination of time, place, context, actions, participants, causes, aims, consequences, categories of appraisal) that may significantly vary letting a person understand quite different texts. So the discourse analysis supposes finding in the text the situational model elements and their combinations a priori set by the researcher to summarize and identify the ideological position of the author in some relevant categories (such as ‘superstructure’, ‘macrostructure’ etc.) [20. P. 45—60].

The ‘traditional’ discourse analysis suggested by Foucault has been severely criticized for ‘radical ontological constructionism’ (dropping out nonsemantic features of reality), ‘nominalistic forms of conceptualization and explanation’, ‘underlying determinism’ (discourses appear to be autonomous and independent from peoples’ will), ‘localism’ (the structural stability of power hierarchies is underestimated), ‘reduction of ideologies study to the discourse analysis’ (without paying attention to the wide social, political, historical context that institutionalize discourse as a recourse of significant social meanings and systems of control) [13. P. 525—527]. The more ‘realistic’ version of discourse analysis is a proposed alternative: discourse is considered to be mediator between social actions and constitutive features of reality defining actors’ positions in the matrix of social and linguistic rules and relationships. So the actors can achieve reinterpretation of the dominant discourses although all their strategic and tactical initiatives are built into the existing system of material, social and discursive practices that can’t be ignored.

Another famous version of discourse analysis based on the term ‘myth’ was developed by R. Barthes who defines myth as “a word, communicative system, some message, form or way of constituting meaning that is historically framed, is subject to the conditions of applications and full of social content” [19. P. 234] (for example, a simple tree, a pure material object, may become a symbol of sad or happy memories and associations, i.e. filled with social meaning). Here we see that discourse and narrative analyses get very close in such interpretation of the former that causes some terminological confusion reinforced by the Barthes’ suggestion that the semiology must be responsible for reading and decoding myths (as narratives and discourses — no principle differences between them are stated and the matter of such is out of question), considering linguistic and metalinguistic features of the text using terms ‘targeting’, ‘functions’, ‘intentions’, ‘imperative response’, ‘fragmented meaning’ etc.
Moreover, the terminological indistinguishability of discourse and narrative analyses becomes more obvious when the latter is viewed as a ‘qualitative approach’ (the same as narrative, biographical and interpretative analyses within sociological research) [6. P. 1140] to identify discursive frames determining our everyday perception of reality and ways to talk about it. We focus on the situational construction of communication and immediately the question arises what is the difference then between discourse and conversational analyses, although many researchers refuse to see and admit it. So it’s quite evident that discourse analysis is not a uniform category of a single methodological orientation and loosely overlaps with conversation analysis and narratology [8].

The narrative and discourse analyses are obviously theoretically oriented (of course in most cases we can claim only to build a mini-theory of the case under consideration or the ‘grounded theory’), whereas conversational analysis is empirically oriented. That’s why we don’t experience serious terminological and interpretational difficulties here, although the researcher’s personal preferences (either scientific or everyday) always interfere and affect the study results: “our ability to understand and fully grasp the meaning of the text.. is inextricably linked to a wealth of background knowledge that readers consciously or unconsciously bring to the text in the construction of meaning” [9. P. 545].

The conversational analysis is pretty clear in whatever considers the correlation of its methodological bases and empirical procedures. Another significant distinction of the conversational analysis is its focus on the extralinguistic rather than linguistic characteristics: for instance, for the purposes of narrative and discourse analyses we rarely if ever indicate the pauses in interviews or other types of data transcripts — conversation analysts, on the contrary, are firmly convinced that silences may speak louder than words [7. P. 107—114], for example, on gender differences or the fatality of the patient condition in interactions between doctors, patients and their families [12. P. 118]. The conversationalists start from the empirical evidence without the premeditated hypotheses, treat the smallest talk/text details as an important analytical resource rather than undesirable ‘noises’, proceed from the assumption that the social order of speech is ‘visible’ not only for the researchers but for people constructing it as well because they are more competent in their daily routine than the supposedly expert analysts (that’s the basic imperative of ethnomethodology) [23. P. 37]. The latter trait of conversational analysis means that the gender study makes sense only if the gender differences are obvious to the conversation participants [17. P. 15], i.e. gender isn’t something people have — it’s something they create [15. P. 707].

So, we have to admit, that the three basic types of contemporary textual analysis — narrative (biographical can be considered one of its varieties), discourse and conversational — differ by the focus of attention. The narrative analysis is an umbrella name of different approaches to the careful consideration of the specific type of texts, that is the so called narrative data as a combination of narrative and descriptive sentences, where we try to find basic structural elements paying attention to the linguistic nuances of the story as a way of personal and social identification construction here and now. No precise rules for empirical procedures within narrative analysis were written by any
of its adherents. To meet the requirements of validity and objectivity here we are to work out content analysis categorical scheme.

The same is the situation with discourse analysis that is an umbrella name of different interpretations of word ‘discourse’ itself and its relationships with the social reality (especially political and cultural practices). Discourse analysis adherents stick to different and usually conflicting theories, and sometimes the only thing that unites them is the absolute ignorance of what objects to study — they focus exclusively on the subject of identification, that is a specific discourse in the speech or real actions of some political, media, religious etc. persons, groups or communities. No precise rules for empirical procedures within discourse analysis were written by any of its adherents as well (we don’t take into account some broad, general, vague and therefore frequently obscure recommendations given almost in any relevant article or a book). That’s why “both conversation analysis inspired by ethnomethodology and discourse analysis are usually treated as self-sufficient approaches to studying the social world, rather than as mere methods that can be combined with others” [10].

So, again, to meet the requirements of validity and objectivity we are to work out content analysis categorical scheme within discourse studies as well. But it must be remembered that the content analysis, or textual coding, can be, on the one hand, pragmatic, semantic or psychological [21. P. 92; 18], on the other hand — quantitative and qualitative [26. P. 74—88]. Moreover we can’t consider content analysis as a panacea in empirical work in the situation of terminological and methodological multiplicity of approaches for its ‘heuristic inadequacy’ [24. P. 199]: the whole coding scheme can be based on the previously established ideas and concepts helping the researcher just to illustrate or confirm his own point of view. Another source of mistakes and biases within any type of textual analysis — factors, that define the data 'truthfulness': factual emotions, communication processes and the human memory characteristics.

Conversational analysis had all the luck here — there are a lot of books and articles where mainly the same scheme with quite minor specifications is repeated, because the pretty stable terminology and ethnomethodological bases of conversational analysis have been set a long time ago. But the terminological confusions happen here too. For instance, some authors underlie differences between conversational analysis (represented by [14]) and critical discourse analysis (represented by [2]) in the light of post-structuralist discourse analysis that explores how fluctuating power relations between speakers are continuously reconstructed through competing discourses. This approach is an effective tool for explaining ‘what is happening right now, on the ground, in this very conversation’ and isn’t concerned “with the modernist quest of seeking closure or resolutions in its analysis of what discourse means but rather with foregrounding the diverse viewpoints, contradictory voices and fragmented messages that research data almost always represents” [1].

So the post-structuralist discourse analysis “follows Foucault’s thesis that the self is not fixed in a set of socialized, transferable roles, but is constantly positioned and repositioned through discourse. Individuals both negotiate and are shaped by their subject positions within a range of different and often conflicting discourses, which vary according to historical, cultural or social context. The motor for this, according to Fouca-
ult, is power, which is: never localized here or there, never in anybody’s hands, never appropriated as commodity or a piece of wealth. Power is exercised through a net-like organization. And not only do individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. They are not only its inert or consenting target; they are always also the elements of its articulation” [1]. In other words “the use of post-structuralist discourse analysis as an alternative methodology alongside those of conversational and critical discourse analysis that helps to challenge the inertia of ‘linguistic orthodoxies’ [3. P. 292] by opening up possibilities for new forms of writing that ‘expose the self-interest and political economy of the sign ‘critical’’” [1].

Other authors directly insist that there are “two schools of contemporary discourse analysis — critical discourse analysis and conversation analysis” [4]. Moreover, starting from the observation that “critical trends in discourse analysis identify the intersection of language and social structure as the locus of critique”, they qualify the treatment of context in some critical discourse analysis work as “largely backgrounding and narrative. Contextual information that invites critical scrutiny is often accepted as ‘mere facts’, framing the discourse samples analyzed in critical discourse analysis. On the other hand, context is reduced to a minimal set of observable and demonstrably consequential features of single conversations in conversational analysis and ‘translocal’ phenomena are hard to incorporate in conversational analysis analyses. Both treatments of context have severe defects... Using data from an ongoing project on narrative analysis of African asylum seekers’ stories in Belgium, we discuss linguistic-communicative resources, ‘text trajectories’ (i.e. the shifting of text across contexts) and finally ‘data histories’ (i.e. the socio-historical situatedness of ‘data’)” [4]. So we see all the above mentioned pretty unclear terms in one small piece of article and the author uses them very voluntary.

The situation with identification of textual analysis type appears to be understandable and even predictable if we follow the distinctions stated before, in the beginning of the article — what is the focus of our attention: the object, the subject or the categorical scheme. The first two patterns leave us within the theoretical level of sociological work. That is, for instance, if we look for the dominant discourse that underlies biographical narratives of soviet people [30; 31] we can name our work both the narrative analysis (if we pay close attention to both the structural properties of texts and their subtle linguistic nuances focusing primarily on the tenuous complexity of actual analysis, concentrating on the object of our study, the narrative data itself) or discourse analysis (that supposes focus on the subject of study regardless the type of data under consideration for our crucial aim is the “powerful simplicity of reduction” [5. P. 94]). Let’s be honest and confess that the first situation is possible only if the number of narratives/transcripts doesn’t exceed 20—25 highly informative interviews. As soon as the number of such rushes to 30 and higher we have to admit the necessity and inevitability of reduction.

Nevertheless, regardless the data volume, we have to remember that “there is never a single message uniquely encoded in a text; there are several messages (“a net-
work of different messages”) as decoded by different readers endowed with different ‘intertextual frames’ and ‘intertextual encyclopedias’, and different readings codes”, “texts are hardly ever so ‘closed’ as to allow only one type of reading to the exclusion of all others” [9. P. 545—546]. We shouldn’t also forget about empathetic understanding of the ‘other’ and sociological imagination that also distinguish researchers very much. Within the empirical sociological research you don’t have right to humbly accept the inevitability of interpretations polyphony — the only appropriate way to work is to fulfill all the requirements to constructing content analysis categories and tools and do your job. How we and our colleagues prefer to call this process and its results — biographical, narrative, discourse, thematic, textual etc. analysis — doesn’t really matter as long as you follow the scientific method rules (even the simplest frequency-counts of words have their value if properly used, backed up by other forms of evidence and being a relevant answer to the question asked).
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Проводятся демаркационные линии между различными вариантами текстового анализа. Все они обладают собственными теоретико-методологическими основаниями, которые тем не менее имеют массу точек соприкосновения, что наряду с терминологической путаницей и отсутствием четких инструкций по эмпирической работе с текстовыми данными затрудняет таковую в рамках социологического исследования.
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